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are fully satisfied with service conditions. promotional avenues and welfare schemes launched by the company for them. The customers do also feel comfortable and satisfied with the drink both in terms of quality and satisfaction. But after the entry of two big multinational companies, the entire situation has changed and the company has lost 90% of its market share to these companies and thus binding difficulty for competing with them and survival in the market.
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M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper I - STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2015 - 16) 



Question: (a) 



Make a SWOT analysis of ABC Ltd.



(b) 



Suggest suitable strategies to regain its market share.



(c) 



Explain how the company can work out its survival strategies in light of competition from multinational companies.



Time : Three hours



SECTION A - (5 x 3 = 15 marks) Short answer questions. Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.
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Maximum: 60 marks 



(a)



Strategy Execution



(b)



BCG matrix



(c)



Demand forecasting



(d)



Power



(e)



Ethics



(f)



Market penetration



(g)



Joint ventures



(h)



Strategic audit.



SECTION B -



UNIT IV



(5 x 7 = 35 marks) 5.



Essay type questions.



(a)



Explain the various types of expansion strategies.



Answer ALL questions. Or UNIT I 2. 



(a)



(b) 



(b) 



Explain the need and importance of strategic management. Or How do you tailor strategies to fit specific industry situations?



Discuss the benefits management strategy.



of



turn



around



UNIT V 6. 



(a)



Explain the 7s framework for understanding implementation related issues. Or



UNIT II 3. 



(b) 



(a)' Explain in detail the GE Nine-cell matrix.



(b) 



4. 



(a)



(b) 



SECTION C -



Or Describe the qualitative factors in strategic choice.



What are the distinctive matching structure?



features



of



Or Discuss the process of strategic budgeting indicating the steps to be taken at the corporate level. 2
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(1 x 10 = 10 marks)



(Compulsory)



7. 



UNIT III



Discuss in detail the process of strategic control.



Case study: ABC limited a large Indian company producing and distributing cold drinks in India. The company has been existence for last 15 years. It hasa big manufacturing plant situated in Delhi. and a fleat of trucks for the purpose of controlled and efficient distribution of cold drinks in neighbouring states as well as in Delhi, with its ask supply chain management. Employees working in the company 3
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(MBA302MA15) M.RA. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper II (A) -



CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR AND MARKETING RESEARCH



(Regulation 2015-16) 



Time: Three hours



Maximum: 60 marks SECTION A - (5 x 3



= 15 marks)



Short answer questions. Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



(a)



Consumer Research



(b)



Nicosia model



(c)



Perception



(d)



Motivation



(e)



Life Style



(f)



Routinised response



(g)



Marketing intelligence



(h)



Cool hunting SECTION B - (5



x



7 = 35 marks) 



Essay type questions.



Answer ALL questions.



UNIT I



2. 



(a)



Discuss the scope and importance of consumer behaviour. Or



(b) 



Describe the profile of the Indian consumer and understanding their Needs.



UNIT II 



:i. 



(a)



Define Learning. Explain in brief anyone of the theories of learning. Or



(b)



Explain the factors affecting group influence.



UNIT III



4.



(a)



Describe the process of consumer decision making. Or



(b)



Explain the Enget Kolbat model of consumer behaviour. UNIT IV



Q.



(a)



Explain the meaning and significance of marketing research. Or



(b)



Discuss the various types of marketing research. UNIT V



6.



(a)



Explain the application of advertising research. Or



(b)



Discuss the ethical issues involved in marketing research. SECTION C -



(1 x 10



= 10 marks)



Compulsory I.



Case study: One new cigarette claims it curbs the risk of cancer. Another uses 'Great taste, less toxins' as its adverting slogan. Snuff now comes in tea baglike pouches that can be sucked and tossed, not spit out as previously Tobacco is now being sold in lozenge form, just like cough lollies. Tobacco firms are well and truly on the defensive, reeling from lawsuit settlements, clean air campaigns and growing public mistrust in the truth of their advertising. For example, the industry is currently on trial in the United States for 50 years of fraud, with the plaintiffs asking for US $280 billion in damages. The industry's answer is to pitch a range of 'reduced harm' offerings, promoting them as an alternative for those who can't or don't want to, quit. As can be imagined, such a move is not without controversy. Lawyers. in particular. the Attorney General's office in the United States, question their marketing claims. Public health officials question whether there can be such as thing as a 'safer cigarette or safer tobacco' in the 1970s, the tobacco industry launched a range of low tar and light cigarettes claiming they were less harmful, claim initially agreed to by the health authorities. Subsequent research revealed that smokers of these less harmful cigarettes compensated by puffing harder and inhaling deeply, resulting in cancers further down the lungs. Understandably, health authorities do not wish to repeat the 'low tar fiasco'. So what is the industry offering? R.J. Reynolds introduced Eclipse in 2003, which looks like a cigarette but uses a special process to heat the tobacco, not burn it. The company claims its process reduces harmful chemicals, offering less risk of cancer, chronic bronchitis and emphysema. Another of its offerings, Advance, uses a carbon filter and a special curing process to reduce toxins in the tobacco. Star Scientific offers the Ariva lozenge containing compressed tobacco that dissolves in approximately 20 minutes. According to its spokesperson, this allows smokers to use it where they cant, or choose not to, smoke. 2
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Despite the industry's US$3 billion investment in these new products over the past five years, they have not managed to attract much market share. While only time will tell if these products are 'reduced harm, given the time it takes for tobacco-related illnesses to present, the industry stresses that the3' are trying to be responsible by offering safer products. Talking it over and thinking: (a)



Use the key properties of attitude to discuss a smoker's attitude towards smoking.



(b)



Explain a smokers or non-smoker's attitude towards smoking.



(c)



How might marketers in the tobacco industry make use of attitude change strategies?
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(MBA302MB15) M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper II (B) - PRODUCT AND BRAND MANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2015-16)



Time: Three hours



Maximum: 60 marks



SECTION A - (5 x 3 = 15 marks)



Short answer questions.



Answer any FIVE of the following. 



1.



(a)



PLC.



(b)



Product levels.



(c)



Product line.



(d)



product research.



(e)



Brand. 



(£)



CBBE. 



(g)



Brand leveraging.



(h) 



Brand licensing.



SECTION B - (5 x 7 = 35 marks)



Essay type questions.



Answer ALL questions.



UNIT I 



2. 



(a)



Explain in detail the product classification. Or



(b) 



Discuss the product demand pattern and trend analysis.



UNIT II 



3. 



(a)



What is product positioning? Explain the elements of positioning. Or



(b)



Explain the importance and tools of product research.



UNIT III



4. 



(a)



Explain the different types of brands. Or



(b) 



What is brand building? Explain its implications.



UNIT IV 



5. 



(a)



What is brand image building? Explain its advantages. Or



(b) 



Explain the methods for measuring trend performance.



UNIT V 



6. 



(a)



Explain brand development through take overs and mergers. Or



(b) 



Discuss the advantages of brand loyalty programs. SECTION C -



7. 



(1 x 10 = 10 marks)



Case study: Compulsory BRANDING BY SENSING There is one company that is silently winning branding battles. Slowly and steadily, it has managed to corner over Rs. 200 crores turnover in the OTC (over the counter) drug market. The company in question is none other than Paras Pharma. Headquartered in Ahmedabad, the company is owned by three brothers Girish, Darshan and Devendra. Not many know it by its corporate identity. It is held in the background. But its products and brands enjoy not only high awareness in terms of recall and recognition they also stand out for their category ownership. The list of brands created by this closely held company is as follows:



Moov



Krack



Dermi cool



Boro Natural



Boro Soft



Itch Guard



Ring Guard



Livon



Numis



Set Wet



After Bath



Recova



Mrs. Marino



D'Cold



Freshia
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What sets these brands apart is that they are the outcome of deep understanding of needs of Indian customers. The value proposition embodied in each one of them offers solutions to customer needs that have been lying dormant for long, but none of the other marketers ventured to uncover them. All these brands entered the cluttered market space and managed to create a unique image for themselves. When cutting across to the customer is really a serious issue even for multinational companies with deep pockets. Paras has managed to carve out a niche For each of its brands. The mantra that perhaps is at work in this company is to be able to see every day problems faced by the customers and convert them into powerful product ideas and create strong brands in the process. Many of the products from this nimble player in the OTC drugs space places it in head on competition with the established multinational players. For Instance. Moov (launched in 1986) directly assaulted the then leading body pain reliever brand Iodex, from Glaxo Smith Kline. It recognized the potential of the rub-efficient category and entered with a national brand. The market was cluttered with both domestic and international prayers. Instead of focusing on all kinds of pain, the brand narrowed its scope to only the joints pains, including backache, It successfully attacked the leader by attending to a specific need. It narrowed its Focus on the backaches of women and appropriated that position. It instead of fighting competition in the sprain and muscle pull. headache balms, and multi-purpose pain reliever segments, it narrowed its appeal to women with frequently occurring backaches and positioned itself as a backache specialist. Krack, another power brand, was born in 1993 and went on to become category leader. The brand attended to the acute problem of dry skin on the heels, especially among Indian women. Cracks in the heels are caused by winter dryness, prolonged exposure to water. summer dryness, and barefoot walking. Though the need .solution came in the form or' petroleum jelly, there was no specific brand which addressed this problem. The product vas specifically created to cure cracks in the heels. Since the time the brand was launched, It grew by leaps and bounds to become an over - 35 crores brand. The brand attacked the generic products then existing in the market and offered a unique solution by isolating a specific problem. The skin dryness problem area is viewed as one single mass, but within It, there are specific types of dryness needs that are prevalent. Krack could see one, and create a brand out of it. Borosoft brand came in the space that was dominated by Himani (Boroplus) and GD Pharmaceuticals (Boroline). Back in 1995, the antiseptic cream market was worth Rs. 50 crores of which creams For dry and chopped skin held about half the market share. The 'Boro' word segregates the product into the sub-categoy of inexpensive value For money' creams meant for dry, and chapped skin. The non-Boro creams are perceived to be meant for cuts and wounds. Paras discovered user dissatisfaction with the then existing Bora creams For their stickiness and oiliness. Mounted on this insight. Borosoft was created as a non sticky cream with moisturizing properties. The brand managed to carve out a niche for itself. Later Boro Natural brand was launched in the antiseptic cream market. This way, Boroline was directly attacked. After the creation of Boro Natural and Boro Soft, the company created Dermi Cool brand This brand put the company next to the then dominant player Nycil. from Heinz, It offered 2. solution to problem of prickly heat caused by prolonged exposure to perspiration. The produc category lacked excitement and product innovation. Nycil's advertising and product formulation remained same. Dermi Cool challenged this inactivity and silence. The brand was positioned with cool sensations platform '('thanda thanda powder'). Its high decibel and peppy advertising contributed excitement and infused energy into the category. 3
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Paras, as a company, have a unique ability to sense customer problems and convert them into a mega marketing opportunities. Two of its brands, Itch Guard and Ring Guard, are targeted at the skin problems common in hot. moisture-laden weather. Skin areas not exposed to sun and atmosphere typically get affected by this problem. Itch Guard is a specialized product formulated to address a specific problem caused by sweat itch, Ringworm or tinea is problem mostly occurs in the lower socio-economic segment. Humidity, excessive sweating, unhygienic conditions and skin erosion are the root causes. Paras launched its anti.-fungal specialist remedy brand Ring Guard in 1998. The other brands in Paras' portfolio include cold and headache remedy D'Cold. There are legions of brands aimed at the headache market. Paras narrowed focus and positioned itself as a specific remedy for aches caused by common cold. D'Cold Open up is a variant targeted against nasal congestion. The brand came in other variations like D'Cold Double and D'Cold Total as a complete package of remedies against heavy-headedness, blocked nose and blocked SInuses. The unstoppable brand-spinning machine is showing no sign of slowing down. The latest brand additions include Livon, Numis, Setwet, After bath and Recova. Livon and Numis brands are first-of-its-kind products. They are aimed to solve tangle in the hair caused by washing. The process of detangling involves heavy combing. which causes hair loss. This is an Important problem faced by Indian women who normally wear their hair long. Numis is a hair care product designed to nourish hair and lend shine. Set Wet is a hair styling brand targeted at the young male segment. After bath brand Follows application time oriented positioning, It is to be applied on body after bath, as the name suggests. Paras has had its own share of debacles. These include Stopache, Winter Shield and Freshia. These brands were all withdrawn because of poor performance. Paras follow a brand model that lays emphasis of individual brand creation, It takes a lot of effort to create Successful brands both in terms of research and development and cultivating brand equity. Serious contemplation now is doing the rounds of he company to develop and concretize brand architecture. Launching brands one after another without a plan may create problems for the company in the long run, as it happened with many MNCs, The issue at hand that needs to be addressed is: what architecture should be followed so that brands' equity is maximized and leveraged to the fullest extent?



..
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(MBA302MC15) M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016. (Examination at the end of Third Semester) Paper II (C) - ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT (Regulation 2015-2016)



Time: Three hours



Maximum: 60 marks



SECTION A -



(5 x 3 = 15 marks) 



Short answer questions.



Answer any FIVE of the following.



1.



(a)



Advertising mix



(b)



Market Positioning



(c)



Advertising budget



(d)



Outdoor media



(e)



Media scheduling



(f)



Print media



(g)



Media selection



(h) 



Market testing.



SECTION B -



(5



x



7



= 35 marks) 



Essay type questions.



Answer ALL questions.



UNIT I 2. 



(a)



Explain the concept and importance of advertising. Or



(b)



Examine the process of managing advertising agencies. UNIT II



3. 



(a)



What are the problems in setting of advertising objectives? Or



(b) 



Discuss the models of advertising budget.



UNIT III 



4. 



(a)



Explain the various components of message design. Or



(b)



How an advertising copy for radio is prepared? Explain.



UNIT IV



5.



(a)



Explain in detail the types of media. Or



(b)



Describe the media planning process in detail. UNIT V



6.



(a)



How do you measure the impact of advertisements? Explain. Or



(b)



Write a note on field tests and PACT. SECTION C - (1 x 10 = 10 marks) Case Study (Compulsory)



7.



Analyse the following case and answer the questions given at the end. Opportunity is always knocking, goes a splinter thought of the popular aphorism. The trick is to open the door every time it knocks. For confectionary major, Parle Products Ltd, the findings of a recent study conducted by AC Nielsen afforded the perfect opportunity to set up an interface with Indian consumers and speak to them about the popularity of flagship glucose biscuit brand, Parle-G. An opportunity that Parle Products and Everest Integrated Communications - the agency handling the Parle-G account grabbed with both bands The result? A five-commercial 'testimonial' compaign that underlines the findings of the AC Nielsen study; That Parle-G has emerged as the worls's largest-selling biscuit brand. A cursory look at the commercials, just to get a hang of the campaign. The first commercial is about this girl recounting her first experience of boarding school. She talks about the anguish that comes from leaving a big, well-knit family, the alien atmosphere of the boarding school, the tears of distress. 'Phir Maine papa ke diye hue jhole Kokhola,' she says, 'Pata hai usme kya tha? Parle-G.... Wahi pehchaani khushboo, wahi swaad. Aisa laga laise main ghar per baithke Parle-G kha rahi hoon. 'The spot ends with the voicecover: 'Barson se apna a swaad. Parle-G'. The second ad ('exam') is about a man harking back to the 'all-night study plans' that he and his fiends used to chalk out while preparing for their examinations. The plans, of course, staved as plans, with the friends rarely ever burning the midnight oil. 'Raat bhar chai pee, raat bhar Parle-G khaayaa, thodi si padhai kar li .... aur exams hamesha achhe beet gaye' he shrugs and smiles. 'Soye dimage ko jagaaye Parle-G. informs the voiceover. Ad three ('college') has this boy narrating the story of how he gave the very desirable. 'Tina' a lift from college one rainy day. It turns out that fussy Tina was prone to a bit of whining, while our narrator was rather stretched for money. 'Meri jeb mein woh das ka phata hua note! Usse paise mangta? Tchk. ..'the ego kicks in. The solution presents itself in the form of a roadside dhaba. 'Ek cutting chai, ek Parle-G. Uska to mood ban gaya, yaar...'the boy says, thrilled. 'No fuzool, paisa vasool, Parle-G', the voiceover chuckles.
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The remaining two ads ('school' and train journey') are about a mother talking about her son tendering execuses for not having his lunch in school and about a woman recalling a train journey where Parle-G helped assuage hunger when the train was left stranded it the middle of new-here All five commercials end with the slug. 'Parle-G'. Duniya ka sabse zyaada biknewala biscuit. (For the records, as per ORG figures. Parle-G enjoys a 69-percent share of the domestic glucose biscuit market, pegged at close to 2.7 lakh tonnes per annum. Closest competitor Britannia Tiger has a 24 percent market share. Questions: (a)



Which one of these commercials drive one of the propositions from among taste, nutrition, meal substitution, mental development/ alertness and affordability/value formoney?



(b)



Why these commercials have featured real consumers rather than celebrities?



(c)



How does this campaign project Parle-G biscuits as a 'world champion?
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(MBA302MD15) M.RA. DEGREE EXAMINATION,



NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



PAPER II (D) -



SERVICES MARKETING



(Regulation 2015-2016) Time: Three hours 



Maximum: 60 marks SECTION A -



(5 x 3



= 15 marks)



. Short answer questions. Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



(a)



Goods and services



(b)



Service marketing mix



(c)



Zone of tolerance



(d)



Credence property



(e)



Market segmentation



(f)



Movement of truth



(g)



Gronroos model



(h) 



Service audit.



SECTION B -



(5 x 7



= 35 marks) 



Essay type questions.



Answer ALL questions.



UNIT- I



2. 



(a)



Explain the classification of services marketing. Or



(b) 



State and explain the myths about services marketing.



UNIT - II 



3. 



(a)



Explain the factors influencing customer expectation of services. Or



(b) 



Explain the positioning of services in competitive markets.



UNIT- III 



4.



(a)



What is service distribution? Explain the components of service delivery system. Or



(b)



Explain in detail the developing and managing service processes.



5. 



(a) (b) 



6. 



(a) (b) 



UNIT-IV



Explain the determinants of customer satisfaction. Or How do you apply technology to service settings? Explain.



UNIT- V



What is meant by building and managing customer relationships? Explain. Or Explain the concepts customer profitability and lifetime value. SECTION C - (1 x 10 = 10 marks)



7. 



Case study (Compulsory) Read the caselet carefully and answer the following questions. Services are undeniably performances rather than .manufactured products. Product quality can be normally verified in the factory by probing whether the final product conforms to design specifications whereas the solitary meaningful way to judge serviced quality is to examine the extent to which the delivered performance meets the customers' expectations. In other words, the true standard far assessing service quality is the performance that the customers believe a brilliant organization can and should deliver As a result,. the fundamentals for improving service quality are gaining a good understanding of customers' service expectations, as well as variations in those expectations across different customer segments. Rather than merely conforming to Company defined specifications, delivering superior service quality time and again is much more a matter of meeting and exceeding customers expectations. One of the biggest shortcomings of service companies is a failure to recognize perfectly regarding customers important requirements. Based on their assumptions about what is important to customers the service companies are frequently shifting enough to institute so-called service improvements. To "manage' customers' expectations by making sensible rather than inflated promises and by proactively enlightening customers about the roles and tasks in obtaining service is another vital factor for improving service quality. The doctrines and approaches that are similar to those pertaining to new-product development can be used to design and test new services even though services ale intangible For example, service blueprinting Is a technique than can used to map an existing service process-by fundamentally mapping the different serve steps and their interrelationships-and to recognize opportunities for reformation and/or creating fresh versions of the current service process. In addition, prototypes of new ways of delivering their services can be developed and systematically evaluated by the service companies. For the case in paint, the innovation and Development team in Bank of America has the charge of developing and trying different bank-branch formats consisting it diverse combinations of technology-and human-based process New bank branch prototypes are first evaluated, and if necessary refined by bank employees; they are then subjected to live" tests with actual customers in several locations in Atlanta, Grorgia The most promising ones are identified for a market-wide roll out as soon as the new formats are thoroughly evaluated in terms of customer reactions as well as financial metrics Citibank, which pioneered the introduction of automated teller machines, is another example of a service company that uses systematic and rigorous consumer research to evaluate new service-delivery systems. (a) 



Mention the core factors that have influenced the service quality in banks.



(b) 



What are the various factors that drive innovations in products and services?
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(MBA302ME15) M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016. (Examination at the end of Third Semester) Paper II (E) -



INDUSTRIAL MARKETING



(Regulation 2015-16) Time: Three hours 



Maximum; 60 marks SECTION A -



(5 x 3 = 15 marks)



. Short Answer Questions. Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



(a)



B2B marketing



(b)



Industrial demand



(c)



Buy grid framework



(d)



Product mix



(e)



Customer value



(f)



Trade shows



(g)



Channel design



(h) 



E·Commerce



SECTION B - (5 x 7 = 35 marks)



Essay type questions.



Answer ALL questions.



UNIT I 



2. 



(a)



Describe the environment analysis in business marketing. Or



(b) 



Explain in detail the types of industrial markets.



UNIT II



,



3. 



(a)



What are the various types of purchases situations? Explain. Or



(b)



Discuss the phases in purchase decision making process.



UNIT III



4.



(a)



Explain how marketing strategies be created in B2B situation. Or



(b) 



Elaborate the pricing issues in business to business marketing.



UNIT IV 



5. 



(a)



Explain the designing of a direct marketing plan. Or



(b) 



Examine the supply chain issues and challenges in B2B marketing.



UNIT V 



6. 



(a)



State the metrics for B2B marketing performance measurement. Or



(b) 



Discuss business ethics and crisis management in B2B.



SECTION C -



7.



Case Study -



(1 x 10



= 10 marks) 



(Compulsory) Digital Electronic Limited



The company Digital Electronics Ltd., is a small company with product lines in accessories for medium to large computers. Digital specialized in development, manufacture and sale of magnetic tape and disc devices. The magnetic tape recording devices are used for storage of large amount of data, while discs are used for rapid access in performing computing operations. Both these products are complex and require extensive electronic controls and precision electro mechanical assemblies. The units produced, due to high quality control requirements, have high unit cost and are manufactured to meet customer specifications. The average price of the units was about Rs. 90,000 with major unit sales of over 1000. New-Product Development Digital's business in computer industry was highly competitive. Several larger companies manufactured their own recording devices to match their main-frame computers. There are also small companies like Digital which had entered the field recently. Digital's models offered flexibility and could interface with any existing computers. Special feature and universal applicability were attractive for customers who intended to expand thei~ computer operations.
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Since Digital did not occupy a significant position in the computer accessories market, the management had to constantly come up with innovations to increase sales. In order to attain more corporate stability, the executives decided to seek diversification into other product areas. The manager of Digital's research and development department had been interested in small personal computers. Since the personal computer market was projected to be several millions of rupees. Digital's executives instructed the R&D manager to develop a versatile personal computer. As a result of an intensive six-month developmental effort, the R&D manager prepared a prototype which he believed had an excellent potential. This computer had features that no other product had and still could sell 20 per cent lower than the nearest equivalent model in the market. Because of the portable nature of the computer, the product was attractive to several users, (a) Small Businesses to, keep track of business transactions, accounting and record keeping, inventories, etc., (b) Institutions and Government organisations to, plan and monitor different projects, financial status and to store relevant historical information in any easy to retrieve format (c) educational and professional organisation as a teaching tool; (d) consumer market for keeping personal records playing video games for children. Distribution Channels: Because of the variety of market segment to be covered, the executives of Digital decided to explore several alternatives to reach the customers. Careful planning was necessary because of Digital's limited resources in competing with nationally well advertised large corporations. The following choices were identified by Digital's management. (i) 



Appoint one national representative to cover all market and areas.



(ii) 



Appoint one national representative in each market segment - business, government, professional and consumer.



(iii) Have regional representatives - either one per region or segment or one for, each segment in each region. (iv) Begin the distribution locally and expand gradually. (v) 



Sell through large department stores, chains and mail order houses. Channel Selection: The President of Digital favoured third alternative which would obtain widest possible distribution with maximum volume. However, the firm's vice-president thought alternative had serious shortcomings. In order to reach a large number of regional distributors in each segment it would require a large scales and advertising outlay for sales promotion and support. The Vice-President recommended the following plan.
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Home market was to be segmented and could be reached either through one national representative or appointment of a limited number of regional agents. Through them local distributors would be appointed. This would reduce the sale force required to reach national distribution. The remaining segments would be addressed by company's sales force. These markets - business, education and government required more personal selling than retail store distribution. Ultimately, the market share in business and government segments would prove more stable in the long run. Thus, these segments would be developed slowly by setting up exclusive agencies in selected areas and expanding as market developed in other regions. Questions: (1)



Outline the type of distribution channel most appropriate to reach the growing market segment.



(2)



What strategy should Digital adopt in selling the new Product?



(3)



What are the pros and cons of the President's and the vice-President's plans for distribution?
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recruitment. It used all the recruitment techniques and offered higher salaries and benefits generously consequently, it got suitable employees with 15 years and more experience. The cost of employees was as high as 65 per cent of the total cost of production. But the company did not take it seriously as the rate of return from the employees was 300 per cent more than their cost. The Chief Personnel Manager was' called to explain his actions in appointing persons with 15 or more years of experience in the service of company. Since majority of these employees are going to retire by 1990 the company is again threatened by dearth of experienced personnel.
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M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper III (A) - HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING



(Regulation 2015·16)



Maxim urn : 60 marks 



Time: Three hours SECTION A 



(5 x 3



= 15 marks)



Short Answer questions.



Questions: (a) 



(b) 



(c) 



Was the Managing Director right when he rewarded 'the Chief Personnel Manager for enlisting the services of experienced persons in the service of Bhadrachalam Paper Mills? Would it have been better to hire raw hands, provide necessary training and allow them to develop their potential in the service of the company than merely to look around for experienced personnel and booking them through attractive means? How would you ensure continued success of a company in the face of such crisis?



4



(MBA303HA15)



Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



(a)



Man power requirement.



(b)



Forecasting accuracy.



(c)



Competency mapping.



(d)



Tallent management.



(e)



Standard interviews.



(f)



Engagement levels.



(g)



Succession planning.



(h)



HRA



SECTION B 



(5 x 7 == 35 marks)



UNIT IV



Essay type questions.



5. 



(a)



Answer ALL questions.



Or



UNIT I 2.



(a)



Explain the factors resource planning.



affecting



(b) 



human



Bring out the various approaches human resource planning.



.6.



(a) 



(a)



(b) 



Examine the methods of demand forecasting at micro level.



Express the qualitative side of human resource planning. UNIT III



4.



(a)



Describe the role of training managers m talent development. Or



(b)



Explain the process for improving talent engagement. 2 (MBA303HA15)



What is the impact of globalization on man power planning policies and practices? SECTION C - (l



Or (b)



Explain the true costs of planning and recruitment. Or



UNIT II 3.



Explain the various tips for successful career planning, UNIT V



Or (b)



State and explain the process of career management.



7. 



x



10



= 10 marks)



Case study: (Compulsory) Bhadrachalam Paper Mills Ltd., was started in 1971 with high level technology and with its initial capital of Rs. 500 crores, It required candidates with minimum of 10 years experience in the same line to handle the new technology as it found that the candidates with less than 10 years experience normally do not posses the required skills. It found that AP. Paper Mills Ltd, Rajahmundry and Sirupur Paper Mills as most suitable sources of 3 



(MBA303HA15)



Chctan did not expect Praveen to be so intemperate. but he was a bit comforted when Chetan was asked to get back with facts to justify revision of benefits. Back in his office, Chetan called in Maya, his deputy, for help. Questions: (a) Assume you are a part of the HR team assigned by Chetan and Maya to survey the Financial Services. "You keep coming with great ideas on how to spend money. Where is the present range of benefits offered by Apex financial services: (i) Design the questionnaire to survey: (1) Employee perception of the company's present benefits programme (2) The ranking employees give to existing or alternative benefits, and (3) Any changes employees want to be introduced to the present programme (ii) Conduct a survey among the employees. (iii) Using Maslow's hierarchy of needs, analyse the employee ranking of benefits. (b) Prepare a report for Chetan and Maya on your findings.



4
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(1\1BA303HB 15) M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper III(B) -



PERFORMANCE AND REWARD



MANAGEMENT 



(Regulation 2015-2016)



Maximum: 60 marks 



Time: Three hours SECTION A 



(5 x 3 ~ 15 marks)



Short answer questions. Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



(a)



Performance management



(b)



Appraisal data



(c)



Job evaluation



(d)



HR score card



(e)



Wage server



(f)



Perquisites



(g)



Reward systems



(h)



Mentoring.



SECTION U - (5 x 7 = 35 marks)



UNIT IV 



Essay type questions. Answer ALL questions.



5. 



(a)



(a)



(b) 



Explain the principles and characteristics of an ideal PM system.



Discuss in detail the process of performance management.



6. 



(a)



(b) (a)



Discuss the executive compensation systems in MNCs.



How does a compensation is fixed for special groups? Explain. Or



UNIT II 3.



criteria for



UNIT V



Or (b)



and



Or



UNIT I



2.



Explain the objectives reward management.



Brief out the approaches in performance.



measuring



Explain in detail about the retirement benefits. SECTION C - (1



x



10 = 10 marks)



Or (b)



How do you implement the performance management system? Explain. UNIT III



4.



(a)



Explain the process of personal development plans. Or



(b)



What is the procedure in contracting for performance consulting services? 2 



(MBA303HB15)



7. 



Case Study (Compulsory) : More Benefits Please "You HR people seem to have no other work", shouted Praveen, the managing director of Apex money? Now get me the hard facts on why we should change our benefits plan"? Continued Praveen. He has reasons to lose his cool. Chetan, the HR manager, felt it was time to review the benefits and hence he mooted the idea before his boss.



3 
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(MBA303HC15) .



M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester) Paper III (C) -



TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT (Regulation 2015-2016)



Time: Three hours



Maximum: 60 marks SECTION A -



(5 x 3 = 15 marks)



Short answer questions.



Answer any FIVE of the following,



1.



(a)



Role of a trainer



(b)



HRD education



(c)



Training environment



(d)



Experimental learning



(e)



Self development



(f)



Human capital



(g)



MDP



(h) 



Six sigma.



SECTION B -



(5 x 7 = 35 marks) 



Essay type questions.



Answer ALL questions.



UNIT-I



2. 



(a)



Distinguish between the terms training and development. Or



(b) 



Describe the role of external agencies in training and development.



UNIT-II 



3. 



(a)



Explain the meaning and significance of training need analysis. Or



(b)



How do you identify the training objectives? Explain.



UNIT - III



4.



(a)



Explain the meaning and significance of training design. Or



(b) 



Discuss about training process out souring. UNIT-IV



5. 



(a)



Explain the reasons behind evaluating training. Or



(b) 



How do you evaluate the practices programmes? Explain brielfy.



III



different organisations about training



UNIT- V 6. 



(a)



Discuss the company strategies for providing development. Or



(b) 



Brief on the emerging trends in training and development. SECTION C - (1 x 10 = 10 marks)



7. 



Case study (Compulsory) Training and Development Problem Forward Industries Ltd. is an automobile ancilliary industry in Gurgaon. The company is professionally managed. Normally the people of high calibre are appointed through open advertisements to meet the personnel requirements at higher levels. However junior level vacancies are filled up by different types of trainees who undergo training in the company. The company offers one year training scheme for fresh engineering graduates. During the first six months of the training the trainees are exposed to different functional areas which is considered to be the core training. Their further training in the next quarter is planned according to individual placement requirements. During the last quarter, on the job training is given. Mr. Sudesh Saxena joined the company in 2002 after his B. Tech. degree in paint technology from a reputed institute. He was taken as a trainee against a projected vacancy in the paints application department. As the areas of interest for a trainee in paint technology are few, his core training was planned for first three months only. Thereafter, he was put for on the job training in the paints application department. The report from the shop manager was quite satisfactory. At the end of the second quarter, the training manager reviewed the performance of Mr. Saxena and appreciated it. Mr. Saxena requested the training manager that as he had been performing like a regular employee in the last one quarter his training period should be curtailed and he should be absorbed as an engineer. His request however was turned down and he was told that any good performance made during training period would be rewarded at the time of placement on the completion of one year of training and it was not the practice of the company to cut the training short, Thereafter, the behaviour of Mr. Saxena became erratic and unacceptable. He refused to attend certain particular tasks on the ground that he was still on training and such jobs should be attended by full time employees. The paints manager complained to the training manager. The training manager tried to convince him 2 



(MBA303HC15)



that his demand for earlier placement was illogical and he had to wait for four more months for that. He advised Mr. Saxena that the career of an individual had to be seen in a long term perspective and that his negative attitude would affect his career and image in the company. . After this, Mr. Saxena remained passive for sometime, but his monthly report was not good. He was called again for counselling and was given two months time for improvement. This further aggravated the situation rather than bringing about any improvement. He felt offended and retaliated by disobeying any instructions given to him. This negatively affected the relationship between the trainee and the departmental manager. In case of Mr. Saxena, there was no other department where he could be transferred. Since that was the only department where his specialisation could be put to any use. By the time, he completed his training, he was not at all acceptable in the department for placement. In view of this, the department manager recommended that he be taken out of that department. When Mr. Saxena was informed about it, he was thoroughly depressed. Here is a case, where the person happened to be hardworking in the beginning but turned out to be a failure in the end. The trainine manager was conscious of this lapse and was not inclined to recommend his termination. But at the same time, it was difficult to retain a person whose track record is not satisfactory. He was now faced with a dilemma whether to terminate or not to terminate Mr. Sudesh Saxena. Questions (a)



What options are available for the training manager other than termination of Mr. Saxena?



(b)



Where, in your opinion, did the things-go wrong?



(c)



Did the paint shop manager handle the trainee properly? How could he put Mr. Sharma back into the right track?



3 
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(a) 



Every employee is free to demand compensation for himself as he deems fit.



(b) 



CMD will answer Yes or No. There shall be no negotiation.



(c) 



Those who get 'No' to salary demand shall leave the organization.



(d) 



This process shall be repeated annually. After the first round, employees got what they wanted and total compensation for the company went down. Of course number of employees reduced.



(MBA303HD15)



M.B.A. DEGREE



l


(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper lIl(D) -



ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT



AND CHANGE



(Regulation 2015-16)



Maximum: 60 marks 



Time: Three hours



Questions: (i) 



(ii) 



SECTION A 



Is the above a correct solution to successful organization development?



Answer any FIVE of the following.



Short Answer Questions.



1.



(MBA303HD15)



(5 x 3



= 15 marks)



Do you concur to disassociate yourself from this organization culture? State reasons.



4



2016. 



(a)



Professional ethics



(b)



Organisational change



(c)



Team building



(d)



Work design



(e)



Goal setting



(f)



Work-life balance



(g)



Organisational vision



(h)



Resistance



SECTION B 



(5



x



7



= 35



marks)



UNIT IV 



Essay type question.



5. 



(a)



Answer ALL questions.



Explain about Human resource management interventions.



UNIT I 2.



(a)



Or



What is organisation change? Explain the types and reasons for change.



(b) 



Discuss about management.



Or (b)



(a)



Explain in detail the role of OD practitioner.



6. 



Explain the values of OD movement and OD process.



What is meant by organisational level diagnosis? Explain the analysis for diagnostic information. UNIT III



4.



(a)



Differentiate between behavioural and non behavioural interventions. Or



(b)



Discuss in intervention.



detail



2



knowledge



(a)



the



large



group



(MBA303HD15)



Why do employees resist change? Give a detailed account of resistance to change. Or



(b) 



Or (b)



and



UNIT V



UNIT II 3.



learning



Explain a systematic approach to making change. SECTION C -



7. 



(l x 10



= 10 marks)



Case study - (Compulsory) Mr. X. Chairman and Managing Director (CMD) of a high-tech company was facing a very high turnover of employees. Training cost for newcomers was high as well as time consuming which Mr. X could ill afford. Highly skilled people demanded ever increasing compensation. To retain competitive edge of his company. Mr.X. after consulting his executive managers made the following announcement to employees: 3



(MBA303HD15)



had already placed orders for the CNC machines and incurred huge investments. On the other hand, CNC machines would require a minimum number of operators and certainly meant job cuts to the extent of 10% of workers. When the parties met at the Bargaining Table, the management tried to explain that it would be the workers benefiting in the long run. Hence, if the workers allowed them to have job cuts, the mgt. would definitely raise the wage levels in the next financial year. The union numbers put on a hostile stand saying that wage raises would be no use to them if they had no jobs. Mgt. made it clear that they could not cancel the orders for CNC machines as it would mean huge losses for the company and in turn for workers and mgt. The union members felt neglected and exploited and decided to goon a strike where upon the matter was referred to a III party for resolution. Questions: (a) (b) 



(c) 



Why do you think, the collective bargaining exercise failed? Are the union members justified in going on strike? If yes, what action would you take-assuming that you are on the mgt's side? What was the root cause of the problem? Could the conflict be avoided? If yes, how?



4
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(MBA303HE15) M.B.A DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper III (E) - INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND



LABOUR LAWS



(Regulation 2015-16) Time: Three hours



Maxim um : 60 marks



SECTION A - (5 x 3 = 15 marks) Short answer questions. Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



(a)



Recent trends in IR.



(b)



Importance of collective bargainmg.



(c)



Works committees.



(d)



Importance of labour laws.



(e)



Allocable surplus.



(f)



Conciliation.



(g)



Industrial relations.



(h)



Misconduct in employment standing orders act.



UNIT V



SECTION B - (5 x 7 = 35 marks) 



6. 



Essay type questions. 



(a)



Answer ALL questions. 



Or (b)



UNIT I



2. 



(a)



Discuss the causes and consequences of industrial disputes.



Or 



(b)



3. 



(a)



Discuss the role of trade unions in organisation.



UNIT II



Explain the process of collective bargaining. Or



(b) 



Elaborate the concept of participation in management.



workers



UNIT III 4. 



(a)



Discuss dispute settlement mechanism. Or



(b) 



Explain about industrial tribunals. UNIT IV



5. 



(a)



(b) 



Discuss the provisions under employment standing orders Act.



Or



Explain the health and welfare legislation in factories Act. 2 



Explain various provisions under workers compensation.



(MBA303HE15)



Discuss various benefits covered under ESI. SECTION C - (1 x 10 = 10 marks)



7. 



Case Study: Compulsory: Machinery and Tools Ltd. was established in Hyderabad in 1996. The total employee strength is 1000 of which 2/5th are shop floor workers. The workers belong to Mysore Division, Industrial Workers General Union (affiliated to AITUC) and are registered under the Trade Union Act of 1926. In 1999, the management decided to introduce CNC (computer numerically controlled) machines to increase the speed and efficiency of prod uction. "Higher productivity would lead to higher profits and enable then to survive in the market characterised by a competitive environment. This would mean even workers benefiting in the long run" was the opinion of management. However, the workers came to know about this stand or mgt. through an informal channel of communication and resulting in them immediately preparing a Charter of Demands and presenting it to management. The main demands in the charter related to increase in wage scale and ensuring job, guarantee for all. There were other petty demands that the mgt. conceded to. But management could not afford to raise wage levels currently as they 3 
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line method of depreciation for tax purposes. Assuming no salvage value after the 8 years useful life and 50%· tax rate, which of the financing alternatives should it select?



(MBA304FA15)



M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper IV (A) -



fINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND



MARKETS



(Regulation 2015-2016) 



Time: Three hours SECTION A -



Maximum: 60 marks



(5 x 3



= 15 marks) 



Short answer questions. Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



4
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(a)



Indian financial system.



(b)



Reserve Bank of India.



(c)



Banking institutions.



(d)



ADD.



(e)



IRDA.



(f)



Primary market.



(g)



Foreign exchange market.



(h)



Commodity market. J



SECTION B 



(5 x 7 = 35 marks)



Essay Type questions.



UNIT IV 



5.



(a)



Answer ALL questions. UNIT I 2.



(a)



What is capital market? Explain evolution and development of capital market. Or



(b) 



What are financial markets? Explain the broad categories of financial markets.



Discuss about the stock exchanges. How are the stock exchanges regulated? UNIT V



Or (b)



What are the various functions of financial system? UNIT II



(a)



What is the role of NABARD in economic development?



6. 



(a)



What is the money market? What are the various instruments of money markets? Or



3.



(b) 



Or (b)



,1.



(a)



SECTION C - (1 x 10 = 10 marks)



Briefly state the various types of NBFCs and also explin the regulatory frame work of NBFCs. UNIT III "New Development Bank (NDB) formerly referred to as the BRICS DEVELOPMENT BANK"- Explain. Or



(b)



What is International Monetary Fund (IMF)? And also explain the role of IMF. 2



Explain about derivatives market and also explain about its structure and operations.



(MBA304FA15)



7. 



Case study - Compulsory. ABC machine tool Co Ltd is considering the acquisition of a large equipment to set up it factory in a back ward region for Rs.l2,00,000. The equipment is expected to have an economic useful of 8 years. The equipment can be financed either with an 8 years term loan at 14% interest, repayable in equal installments of Rs.2,58,676 per year by an equipment amount of lease rent per year. In both cases, payments are due at the end of the year. The equipment is subject to the straight 3 
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SECTION C - (l x 10 = 10 marks) Compulsory. ..,



I.



(MBA304FB15)



M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016. 



Case Study:



(Examination at the end of Third Semester) 



MHK firm whose cost of capital is 10% is considering two mutually exclusive projects M and R, the cash flows of which are given as follows: Year Project-M Project-R (t)



(t)



o



-1,00,000



-70,000



1



80,000



60,000



2



80,000



60,000



Paper IV(B) - CORPORATE FINANCE



(Regulation 2015-16)



SECTION A -



Net present value method



(b)



Profitability index method.



4



Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



(MBA304FB15)



(5 x 3 = 15 marks)



Short answer questions.



Suggest which project should be taken up using: (a)



Maximum: 60 marks



Time: Three hours



(a)



Goals of corporate financial management.



(b)



Internal rate of return.



(c)



Cost of capital.



(d)



Value creation.



(e)



Leveraged buyouts.



(f)



Takeover.



(g)



Adjusted book value approach.



(h)



Decision tree analysis.



SECTION B -



(5 x 7



= 35 marks) 



j':quity shares



18,00,000



30



12



f{etaincd earnings



15,00,000



25



11



Total



60,00,000



100



Essay type questions,



Answer ALL questions.



(a) 



2.



You are required to compute the weighted average cost of capital.



Define corporate finance. Explain goals and nature of corporate finance.



Or



Or



:3.



(b) 



Explain about Indian Financial Markets.



(a)



Calculate the internal rate of return from the following information.



5. 



(b) 



Explain PBlT-EPS analysis.



(a)



What do you creation?



5 years



. Life of the asset Estimated annual cash flow



Explain about the investment inertia.



(a)



KMR firm has the following capital structure



6. 



(a)



Explain 2 stage and 3 stage growth models



funds used: Proportion (%)



After-tax cost (%)



(~)



Debt



15,00,000



25



5



Preference shares



12,00,000



20



10
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Explain legal and procedural aspects of mergers.



and after-tax costs for the different sources of



2



value



under DFC approach.



(b) 



Amount



book



~ 12,500 (b) 



Sources of funds



adjusted



Or



Or



4, 



Explain



approach and direct comparison approach.



~ 50,000



Initial outlay



mean by corporate value



Or (b) 



Discuss various methods of valuation at the time of merger and consolidation. 3 
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Rank the portfolios using (i) Sharpe method (ii) Traynor method (iii) Jensen method.



(b)



(MBA304FC15) M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016. (Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Or What do you mean by Portfolio Revision? Describe the major constraints in portfolio revision.



Paper IV (C) - SECURITY ANALYSIS AND



PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2015-2016) 



SECTION C -



(1 x 10 ::: 10 marks) Time: Three hours



Maxim urn : 60 marks 



(Compulsory) SECTION A 7. 



The estimated rates of return, beta coefficients and standard deviations of some securities are as given below; Security Estimated Beta Standard return (%) devia tion (%) 1.60 A



35 50 1.40 B 28 40



21 30 C 1.10 0.90 25 18 D



15 0.75 20



E 18



F



12 0.60 The risk free rate of return is 8 per cent. The market return is expected to be 20 per cent. Determine which of the above securities are overpriced and which are underpriced?



4
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(5 x 3::: 15 marks) 



Answer any FIVE of the following.



Short Answer Questions.



1.



(a)



Investment Vs Speculation



(b)



Unsystematic risk



(c)



Concept of present value



(d)



Bond returns



(e)



Japanese candlesticks



(f)



Equity stock



(g)



CML



(h)



Portfolio revision strategies



SECTION U 



UNIT III 



(5 x 7::: 35 marks)



Answer ALL questions.



4. 



(a)



What is the significance of economic forecasting in fundamental analysis?



Essay Questions.



Or



UNIT 1 2.



(a)



(b) 



Define Investment. Describe briefly the important investment avenues available to savers in India.



UNIT IV 5. 



(a)



Or (b)



Explain



the mean-variance approach to of return and risk of a security.



(b) 



UNITH (a)



How would you determine the discount rate to be applied in the present value models of share valuation? Or



(b)



A bond of Rs. 1,000 was issued five years ago at a coupon rate of 6 per cent. The bond had a maturity period of 10 years and as of today, therefore, five more years are left for final repayment at par. The market interest rate currently IS 10 percent. Determine the value of the bond. 2 
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Explain the significance of co-variance in the estimation of the risk of a portfolio. Or



estrm ation



3.



Explain the basic principles and hypothesis of Dow theory.



Illustrate the calculation of the expected return of a portfolio with an example. UNIT V



6. 



(a)



Suppose that five portfolios experienced following results during 10 years period. Portfolio Average S.D. Correlation with return market A 15.6 27 0.81 B 11.8 18 0.55 C 8.3 15.2 0.38 D 19.0 21.2 0.75 E 6.0 4.0 0.45



~arket



13



T-Bills



8 



12 



3
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Possible price



(~)



(MBA304FD15)



Probability



200



0.1



230



0.25



M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016. 



250



0.35



(Examination at the end of Third Semester) 



280



0.20



310



0.10



(a)



What is the expected return?



(b)



What is the standard deviation of the return?



Paper IV(D) -



INVESTMENT AND COMMERCIAL



BANKING



(Regulation 2015-2016)



Maximum: 60 marks 



Time: Three hours SECTION A 



(5 x 3



= 15 marks)



Short answer questions. Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



4
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(a)



Post office schemes



(b)



Different types of debentures



(c)



Investment Vs speculation



(d)



Systematic risk



(e)



Changing role of Indian banks



(f)



Investment banking



(g)



Non-SLR investments



(h)



Profit and growth management.



SECTION B 



UNIT IV 



(5 x 7 = 35 marks) 5. 



Essay type questions.



(a)



Explain



nature



investment



Answer ALL questions.



and



significance



management



in



of



commercial



banks.



UNIT I Or 2.



(a)



Discuss nature and scope of investment analysis.



(b) 



2002 in detail.



Or (b)



Explain factors influencing investment alternatives.



selection



of



(


Explain basic management.



UNIT V 6. 



UNIT II :3.



Explain- various elements of SARFAES, Act,



principles



of



(a)



Explain modern techniques of asset liability management.



portfolio



Or



Or (b)



(b) 



What do you mean by risk? Explain various types of risks in detail.



(a)



SECTION C -



Explain role and functions of commercial banks. Or



(b)



2



7. 



sector



(MBA304FD15) 



In



(1 x 10 = 10 marks)



Case study: Compulsory. A stock costing



Discuss implication of banking reforms on Indian banking sector.



and challenges



international banking.



UNIT III 1.



Discuss opportunities



~



250 pays no dividends. The



possible prices that the stock might sell for at the end of the year and the probability of each are:



3
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SECTION C -- (1 x 10 7. 



Case study -



= 10 marks)



(MBA304FE15) 



Compulsory:



M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016. 



M Ltd. is considering the acquisition of R Ltd. The financial data at the time of acquisition is as follows: M Ltd. (~) R Ltd. (~) Net profit after tax (lakh)



30,00,000



6,00,000



Number of shares



6,00,000



2,50,000



Earning per share



5.00



2.40



75.00



24.00 



15



10 



Market price per share Price earning ratio



Assuming that the net profit after tax of the two companies would remain the same after amalgamation (i.e., it would be ~ 36 lakhs) explain the effect on EPS of the merged company under each of the following situations.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper IV (E) - MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS



(Regulation 2015-16)



Time: Three hours SECTION A 



Maximum: 60 marks



(5 x 3 = 15 marks)



Short answer questions. Answer any FIVE of the follow mg. (a)



Conglomerate merger.



(b)



Industry life cycle.



(c)



Share exchange ratio.



(d)



Takeover defenses.



(0)



Divestitures.



The amount in both cases is to be paid in the form of shares of M Ltd.



(f)



Scheme of merger.



Do you have any comments to offer?



(g)



Restructuring.



(h)



Sell off and spin off.



(a) 



M Ltd. offers to pay ~ 30 per share to the shareholders of R Ltd.



(b) 



M Ltd. offers to pay ~ 40 per share to the shareholders of R Ltd.
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1.



SECTION B 



(5 x 7



= 35



Essay type questions. Answer ALL questions. 2.



(a)



Explain about the theories of mergers.



3.



(a)



Distinguish Horizontal, mergers.



Fixed assets



2,41,000



70,000



Current assets



1,02,000



52,000



Total assets



3,46,000



1,22,000 --



48,000



30,000



24



27



Dividend



the differences between vertical and conglomerate



Market prrce per share



You are required to determine the share exchange ratio to be offered to the shareholders of R Ltd. based on (i) net asset value (ii) earnings per share, and (iii) market price.



Explain porter's five forces model. Or



4.



(b)



What are the managerial challenges of mergers and acquisitions?



(a)



Differentiate the operating and financial synergy.



Which should be preferred from the point of view ofK Ltd. 5. 



(a)



Or (b)



Equity share capital of Rs. 10 each Preference share capital



Define takeover. Explain types of takeover. Or



K Ltd. wants to takeover R Ltd. and the financial details of both the companies are as below: Particulars



RLtd.



Profit after tax and preference



Or (b)



K Ltd.



Particulars



marks)



K Ltd.



R Ltd.



~



~



2,00.000



1,00,000



6. 



(b) 



Explain significance restructuring.



and



forms



of



(a)



Explain the essential features of the scheme of amalgamation and approvals for the scheme.



40,000



Share premium



Or



4,000



Profit and loss account



76,000



8,000



10% debentures



30,000



10,000



3,46.000



1.22,000
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(b) 



What are the SEBI regulations towards substantial acquisitions of shares and takeovers?
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(MBA3050B15) M.B.A.'DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper V(B) - SERVICES OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2015 - 16)



Time: Three hours



Maximum: 60 marks



SECTION A - (5 x 3 = 15 marks)



Short Answer questions.



Answer any FIVE of the following. 



1.



(a)



Characteristics of service operations



(b)



Inhouse Vs Outsourcing



(c)



Store site



(d)



Service strategy



(e)



Dimension of service quality



(f)



Service facility layout



(g)



Nature of facility design



(h) 



Service capacity management.



SECTION B - (5 x 7



=35 marks) 



Essay type questions.



Answer ALL questions.



UNIT I



2. 



(a)



What is field service? Explain its impact on manufacturing organisations. Or



(b) 



Discuss role of service operations as profit centers.



UNIT II 



~1. 



(a)



Discuss process involved in new service design and development. . Or



(b)



Explain retail design strategies in detail.



UNIT III



4, 



(a)



Explain in detail service quality gap model. Or



(b) 



How do you measure service quality? Explain.



UNIT IV 



5, 



(a)



Discuss factors influencing facility location decision in detail. Or



(b) 



Explain stages involved in process analysis.



UNIT V 



6. 



(a)



Explain various techniques for forecasting demand of services. Or



(b) 



Write a note on resource and workforce scheduling in services. SECTION C -



(1 x 10 :::: 10 marks)



(Compulsory) 7. 



Case study : Few would disagree that paying to free-fall a hundred feet from a cliff bridge, or other tall structure could be a risky venture. The venture of course is bungee jumping. Adapted from ancient cliff-diving rituals, bungee jumping was popularized in the late 1980's by daredevil New Zealanders. Of the four pre-purchase components discussed in this chapter, the sport vividly illustrates the last (but note the least) of these components: risk -



namely, physical



risk. How many people would be willing to hurl themselves from great heights with only beefed-up rubber bands connected to their ankles to halt the fall? for about $ 60 (which includes a commemorative T-shirt), quite a few, as AJ. Hackett, founder of AJ. Hackett Bungry the world's largest bungee jumping corporation, will tell you. Hackett first launched AJ. Hackett Bungy by plummeting 327 feet from Paris Eiffel Tower in 1987. The leap demonstrated the safety of his specially designed bungee equipment, attracted worldwide attention and five years subsequent to the jump, spawned over $ 7.5 million in annual sales for his corporation. The company now employs over 100 people and has operations in Australia, New Zealand, Bali, France and the United States. 2 
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The sport of bungee jumping has taken on new dimensions, too, since Hackett first took the plunge. Today, thrill-seekers can choose to bungee from helicopters, leap in tandem with other jumpers, or fly like Superman by being catapulted from the ground into mid-air. One couple even choose to take their wedding vows while bungee jumping. To reduce the uncertainty and consequent risks potential bungee consumers face, A.J. Hackett Bungy emphasizes instruction and adheres to strict safety standards. Since the company was founded, over 5,00,000 customers have taken the plunge and no accidents have occurred, say company officials. When properly managed, says Henry van Asch, a managing director and confounder of the company, bungee jumping "is such a good product that most people go away feeling elated with what they've done and cant wait to tell other about it." Although the company advertises in the adventure travel media, its main promotion comes through word of-mouth says van Asch. Questions: (a) 



Examine he perceived utility of a bungee-jump purchase. Under what circumstances might such a purchase fulfil a functional, social, emotional, epistemic, or conditional value? Develop a marketing plan to appeal to the values that impact the purchase decision.



(b) 



"I can say I've done it, and that means I don't have to do it again," commented one bungee jumper after he took the flying leap. Does this statement refute the notion that a satisfied customer will be a repeat customer? List various service industries that do not rely on repeat patronage.



(c) 



What additional strategies might A.J. Hackett Bungy employ to reduce pre-purchase risk certification branding? money-back guarantees?



(d) 



Examine how the components of the service encounter, such as the service environment and service personnel, might either positively or negatively affect jumpers' perceptions of their bungee purchases.
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(MBA3050C15) M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper V(C) - LOGISTICS AND DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2015-2016)



Time : Three hours



Maximum: 60 marks



SECTION A -



(5 x 3



= 15 marks) 



Short answer questions.



Answer any FIVE of the following.



1.



(a)



Nature oflogistics



(b)



Difference between expediting and tracing



(c)



Freight bill



(d)



ABC analysis



(e)



Selection of channel partner



(f)



Channel motivation



(g)



Functions of wholesalers



(h) 



Vertical marketing system.



SECTION B -



(5 x 7 = 35 marks) 



Essay type questions.



Answer ALL questions.



UNIT I



2.



(a)



Discuss various types of logistics operations. Or



(b) 



Explain strategies to bring cost shipment in ontime.



UNIT II 



3. 



(a)



Explain various determinants of designing logistical system. Or



(b)



Explain various techniques of controlling inventories.



UNIT III



4.



(a)



How do you design marketing channels? Explain. Or



(b)



Write a note on channel relationships management. UNIT IV



5.



(a)



Discuss strategic issues in wholesaling. Or



(b)



Explain various retail formats in detail. UNIT V



6.



(a)



Explain Indian distribution scenario at present. Or



(b)



Explain about multi-channel marketing systems. SECTION C -



7.



(1 x 10 = 10 marks)



Case study: Compulsory. The National Handloom Development Corporation Set up as a national level agency to assist the speedy development of the handloom sector by coordinating all action covering the procurement and supply of inputs at reasonable prices, augmenting the marketing efforts of state handloom agencies and initiating overall development in the handloom sector in India, the National Handloom Development Corporation Ltd has over the past two decades been acting as a major intermediary in the area of yarn procurement and support. The National Handloom Development Corporation Ltd (NHDC) was set up in February 1983 as a public sector undertaking by the Government of India as an autonomous body under the Companies Act, 1956. The mission of the company was to become a national level agency for the promotion and development of the handloom sector. The Handloom Sector in India: Providing direct and indirect employment to more than 30 lakh weavers, handloom sector is the largest economic activity second only to agriculture in India. The weavers are scattered across all parts of the country and mostly exist in village clusters - a legacy from the 5000 years of tradition. The handloom weaving activity varies from village cluster to village cluster in terms of the technology used for weaving, the pre loom and post-loom activities that are carried out, etc. Most of the handloom weavers have passed on their weaving skills through generations and thus have kept up a tradition. Despite the presence of the powerloom sector along with all its advantages, the handloom sector has been able to withstand the competition. It has also proved its indispensability on certain fronts. Wave of ethnic revivalism and effective state intervention through financial assistance and implementation of various developmental schemes have brought about more than ten-fold increase in the production of handloom fabrics.
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This sector contributes nearly 23% of the total cloth produced in the country. During the year 1996-97, a total production of 7235 million sq. metres of cloth was achieved. The handloom sector mostly exists in the form of cooperatives of weavers who produce cloth from the yarn supplied to them by the cooperatives. The cooperatives then buy back the cloth from the weavers and take the responsibility of marketing it. The weavers are mostly paid wages on a piece rate basis where a rate is fixed for a specific length of cloth produced. One of the major problems that has constantly plagued the handloom sector is the perennial lack of availability of good quality yarn in the right quantities at the right time. Typically, the yarn used for handlooms is of different quality types. The quality of textiles produced is directly linked to the quality of yarn used. Also, certain products require certain special varieties of yarn. Yarn in produced in mills which are scattered across the length and breadth of the country. Usually, handlooms have a seasonal variation in demand and hence the demand for yarn also varies seasonally. Thus, typically the producers and buyers of yarn are highly scattered, the seasonality of demand, unpredictability of the market, and the different varieties of yarn only compound the discrepancies in the production' and consumption process. Handloom cooperatives are among the major buyers of yarn. Private entrepreneurs as well as marginal weavers, who are not members of cooperative societies, are the other major buyers of yarn. Since cooperatives typically buy yarn in bulk, they expect to get good discounts from the producers. The Intervention by NHDC in the Yarn Market : NHDC through its network of offices collects orders from the buyers and matches them with the production schedule of the weaving mills. Once NHDC identifies the spinning mill which can supply the requisite quantities of yarn, at a preferred price, both the buyer and the mill are notified, and further transaction takes place between the mill and the buyer. Most of the state governments have government departments to promote the handloom sector. These departments also playa part in the transactions wherever small cooperatives are not in a position to directly purchase in sufficient quantities. NHDC is perfectly equipped to perform this function since it is already in constant touch with both the producers and the buyers. It has a repository of information and actively participates in the research and development of the handloom sector. Specifically, the major advantage of NHDC is because It is equipped to offer standard quality of yarn from a large number of spinning mills, few of them are meeting the national and international standards,



522 mills are empanelled with NHDC, All varieties of yarn made of natural and artificial fibres such as cotton, silk, wool jute, acrylic, polyester, and their blends are available on demand, There are about 1271 regular buyer agencies getting their required variety and, quality of yarn to meet the present competition in the field of traditional and non-traditional handloom production, and Regular upkeep of yarn price record enables the Corporation to maintain a good market intelligence for yarn prices and its trend analysis. 3
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To keep track of such a large network of buyers and sellers NHDC has seven regional offices and 15 branches across the country. NHDC also plays a part in channelizing the subsidies provided by the Indian Government by effectively coordinating with the state government agencies in the various schemes implemented by the government. A recent example is the mill-gate price scheme to be implemented for allowing the weavers to get yarn without paying the transportation costs. The provisions of the scheme include freight reimbursement, subsidizing depot operation, and mobile van running charges. The scheme is limited to certain agencies deemed to be eligible for getting reimbursement for the transportation cost that they incur in transporting yarn. The eligible agencies basically encompass all major agencies that produce handloom or state government bodies involved in handloom development. According to this scheme all eligible agencies can place their indent with NHDC indicating type and quantity of yarn, preferred mill, etc. After the receipt of these indents, NHDC will verify the availability of the yarn from preferred source and convey terms and conditions to the agency. Upon confirmation of financial arrangement by the agency, NHDC will inform spinning mills to send the yarn by their transporters to the agency. Upon receipt of yarn, the agency will pay the transportation cost to the. transporter and thereafter claim for reimbursement to the transportation charges from NHDC by producing the relevant documents. Questions: (a) 



Is NHDC a distribution channel? Give reasons for your answer.



(b) 



Analyse the activities of NHDC in terms of the basic discrepancies between the production and the consumption function.



(c) 



What is the value addition that NHDC provides to the weaversand producers?



(d) 



In coordinating a scheme like the mill-gate scheme, how does NHDC reinforce its value addition in terms of its main activities?



4 
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At 5.30 the following morning Roger collects the order from his cold store and starts delivering to customers. This normally takes until 1.30 in the afternoon, but on Fridays he spends more time collecting money and often finishes after 5.00 pm. There are several specific problems facing Ace Dairies. There is, for example, some variation in daily demand, so Roger has to carry spare stock. He cannot carry too much, as dairy products have a short life and anything not delivered quickly is thrown away. Roger aims at keeping this waste down to 2 per cent of sales. There are also problems maintaining a service during holidays, or when Unigate has difficulties with their deliveries. Perhaps Roger's main concern is maintaining his sales over the long term. Demand for doorstep deliveries is declining, as people buy more milk at supermarkets. The number of milkmen in Rayle has declined from ten in 1987 to three in 2002. Most of Roger's customers have been with him for many years, but he generates new custom by canvassing, delivering leaflets, special offers, carrying a range of other products, and so on. Questions: (a) Describe the supply chain for milk. (b) Where does Ace Dairies fit into this? What specific activities form the logistics in Ace Daines? (c) What are the main problems that Ace Dairies has with logistics? 4
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M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper V (D) - SUPPLY CRAIN MANAGEMENT



(Regulation 2015·16)



Time: Three hours



Maximum: 60 marks 



SECTION A - (5 x 3 == 15 marks) Short answer questions. Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



(a)



Supply chain management.



(b)



Cycle view of supply chain.



(c)



Demand management.



(d)



Concept of ERP.



(e)



Procurement cycle.



(f)



Carrying costs.



(g)



What is supply chain bench marking?



(h)



Green supply chain management.



SECTION B 



(5 x 7 := ~5 marks)



lTNITV



Essay type questions. Answer ALL questions. 2.



3.



4.



5.



UNIT I supply chain (a) Discuss evolution of management. Or (b) Explain problem in SCM. Give appropriate solutions to them. UNIT II (a) Explain various tools of demand forecasting in detail. Or (b) Discuss uses of planning strategies in SCM. UNIT nr (a) Explain various costs anociated with inventory, Or (b) "There are two dangerous situation that management should usually avoid in controlling inventories". Explain. UNIT IV (a) Explain process of supply chain bench marking. Or (b) Explain the uses of bench marking in supply chain management. 2
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6. 



(a)



Discuss new developments in supply chain management. Or



(b) 



Write a note on world class supply chain management. SECTION C - (1



7. 



x



10



=10 marks)



Case study: Compulsory Ace Dairies gives a home delivery service for milk, dairy products and a range of related goods. Roger Smitherarn has run the dairy for the past twelve years. His product is a combination of goods (the items he delivers) and services (the delivery and associated jobs he does for customers). At the heart of operations is an information system which contains full details of all Roger's 500 customers, including their regular orders, special orders, where to deliver, how they pay, and so on. Every day the system calculates the likely sales of all products in two days time. Roger adds some margin of safety, allows for likely variations and passes his order to Unigate Dairy in Totnes in Devon (about 150 km away). This Unigate depot acts as a wholesaler for milkmen in Wales and the southwest of England. The following evening it delivers to a holding depot in Camborne, and then takes Roger's goods 10 km to a cold store in Hayle.



3
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Nicholas Piramal IS also focusing on exports market. It has decided to partner with innovator companies in global markets, rather than compete or patent litigate against them. Building on this base, the company has built an export model that delivers the 'India advantage' to the global firms. It plans to provide end-to-end outsourcing solutions across the pharmaceutical life cycle, from custom-made synthesis and bulk intermediates to formulations. It has established four process development groups at multiple locations in India and has also setup a 100% subsidiary in the US for closer customer reach. Nicholas Piramal believes that the future growth driver will be exports, ably supported by a strong domestic market.
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M.RA. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Exam mation at the end of Third Semester)



Paper VI (1\) - BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES IN



EMERGING ECONOMIES



(Regulation 2015-2016)



Time' Three hours SECTION A 



(b) 



(5 x 3



=



15 marks)



Short answer questions



Questions. (a) 



Maximum: 60 marks 



What are the growth strategies formulated by Nicholas Pirarnal to explore the opportunities? What are the rrsk factors that the company may face in international market? .



4
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Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.



(a)



Legal approaches to emerging economies



(b)



Effects of deficit of investments



(c)



Strategic alliance



(d)



Competing in emerging markets



(c)



Wholly - owned foreign compames



(f)



Special technological zone



(g)



Multinational cornparues



(h)



Evolution of emerging market MNCs.



SECTION B -



UN1T - IV



(5 x 7 = 35 marks) 



Essay type questions.



5. 



(a)



Answer ALL questions.



Explain management of international joint ventures. Under what CIrcumstances it is helpful.



UNIT  I 2.



(a)



Or



What are emerging economies? Explain its irnportanco? Or



(b)



6. 



(a)



Discuss trends of international trade in global emerging markets.



(a)



Explain strategies markets.



DISCUSS influence of global trends on the emerging economies.



for



in



home



market companies



gomg



wining



Or



UNIT  II 3.



(b) 



(b) 



Explain stages of development of national economies in the global market place.



Why emerging global? Explain. SECTION C -



(1 x 10



= 10 marks)



Or (b)



Explain different strategies being pursued from the developed country multinationals. UNIT  III



4.



(a)



Explain international business strategy for market entry in emerging markets. Or



(b)



DISCUSS new business models in emerging markets.
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7. 



Case study: Compulsory Nicholas piramal India, a giant in the pharmaceutical market, achieved a sale growth of 26% in 2003-04 at about Rs. 1435 crore, its net profit rose by 60% from Rs. 118 crore in 2002-03 to Rs. 188 crore in 2003-04. Nicholas Piramal had a different growth strategy as it started as a small player with big dreams. The strategy was organic growth coupled with acquisitions. Piramal acquired nine entities and integrated them quickly into the parent company to deliver higher growth from the acquired portfolio. 3 
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SECTION C -- (1 x 10 = 10 marks) 7.



(MBA306EB15) 



Case study: Compulsory: Devoppa is a small entrepreneur in Mysore city. He is producing agarabtis in small scale level for domestic markets. He branded the products as Baggy. He sent samples of products of Dubai through his friends. The product was accepted as good in the friend circle. His friends assured good demand for the product at Dubai.



M.13.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper VI(B) - BASIC MANAGEMENT ASPECTS OF



STARTUPS AND SMEs



(Regulation 2015-16) 



Questions: Suggest suitable branding and packaging strategy for the agarbatis in Dubai market.



Time : Three hours SECTION A 



Maximum: 60 marks



(5 x 3 == 15 marks)



Short Answer Questions. Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.
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(a)



Define startups



(b)



Problem of SMEs



(c)



Organisation policies



(d)



Governance



(e)



DIstribution Channels



(f)



Manpower planning



(g)



Fixed capital



(h)



Lean startups, SI~CTION B 



UNIT III 4.



(a)



"Environmental scanning should provide inputs for strategic decrsion making". Elaborate.



(5



x



7 = 35 marks)



Or



Essay type question.



(b)



Discuss



talent



in



UNIT IV



UNIT I (a)



practice



SMEs and startups.



Answer ALL questions.



2.



management



Discuss role and importance of SMEs



ill



an



5.



(a)



DIscuss common problems in raining finance.



economy Or Or (b)



(b)



Discuss government policies for startups and SMEs in India.



Explam



(a)



UNITV



Explain steps involved in design and development of organisatIOnal structure for new ventures.



6.



(a)



Explain various stages of planning and control of production SMEs. Or



Or (b)



Wnte a note on management of advanced technology.



2



of managing



taxa tron accounting.



UNIT II 3.



challenges



various
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(b)



Explam risk management framework



ill



startups.
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Questions :



(a) (b) 
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What went wrong in the forecasting of sales by Murugappa?



M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016. 



Suggest what should have done to check whether he will have continuous demand for hIS matchsticks.



(Exammation at the end of Third Semester)



Paper - VI (e) -



STARTUP AND NEW VENTURE



MANAGEMENT 



(Regulation 2015-16)



Time: Three hours SECTION A - (5 x 3



Maximum: 60 marks 



= 15 marks)



Short answer questions Answer any FIVE of the following. 1.
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(a)



Types of entrepreneurs.



(b)



New venture management.



(c)



Opportunity identification.



(d)



Business plan.



(e)



Intellectual property.



(f)



Working capital finance.



(g)



Organisation culture.



(h)



IPO.



SECTION B 



UNIT IV



(5 x 7 ::.: 35 marks) 5.



Essay type questions.



(a)



Discuss the role of leadership ventures.



In



successful



Answer ALL questions. Or



UNIT I (b) 2.



(a)



DISCUSS factors affecting startup and new ventures.



UNIT V



Or (b)



Explain ventures.



critical success factor for new



G.



(a)



(a)



Discuss entrepreneurial process



In



(b)



detail.



Or (b)



(a)



Explain contents of busmess plan.



7.



Explain procedure involved approval for new ventures.



in



getting



Or (b)



Discuss various sources of fixed capital to start a new venture. 2



Discuss SEBI guidelines relating to public issue. SECTION C - (l x 10 = 10 marks)



UNIT III 4.



Explain various exit strategies. Or



UNIT II 3.



Discuss changes in management style and organisation design in detail.
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Case study: Compulsory Murugappa is small trader who went to London for a holiday. He wanted to light hIS cigarette with a match stick. One enquiring he was astonished by the high price. Being a businessman he decided to start a small factory In London, He followed the procedure to start a business and had very good sales initially. He expanded his business and to his dismay, very shortly he found that the sales dipped down tremendously. 3
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(MBA306EE15) M.RA. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2016.



(Examination at the end of Third Semester)



Paper VI (E) - ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEM IN INDIA



(Regulation 2015-16)



Time : Three hours



Maximum: 60 marks 



(5 x 3 = 15 marks) 



SECTION A -



Short answer questions.



Answer any FIVE of the following.



1.



(a)



Define entrepreneurship.



(b)



Nurturing the early stage ecosystem.



(c)



Entrepreneurial motivation.



(d)



Standup India.



(e)



Angel investor.



(f)



Harvesting strategies.



(g)



Research and development activities.



(h) 



Innovative incubator.



SECTION B -



(5 x 7 = 35 marks) 



Essay type questions.



Answer ALL questions.



UNIT I



2. 



(a)



Discuss critical role of entrepreneurship in shaping India's future. Or



(b) 



Explain key elements of entrepreneurial ecosystem.



UNIT II 



3. 



(a)



Explain industrial policy resolutions 2015 in detail. Or



(b)



Discuss listing rules for startups.



UNIT III



4.



(a) 



What is venture capital? Explain venture capital financing stages in detail. Or



(b)



Explain obstacles and constraints in ecosystem. UNIT IV



5.



(a) 



Explain ways of sustaining competitive advantage. Or



(b)



Discuss changing role of entrepreneur. UNIT V



6. 



(a)



Explain various elements of national policy for skill development and entrepreneurship 2015. Or



(b)



Write a note on mentor networks. SECTION C - (l x 10



7.



= 10 marks)



Case Study: Compulsory: BIG BOYS OF SOFT TOYS WHILE STILL in college, Rajarshi Chakroborty and Tapas Bagchi, had decided that working for others was not their cup of tea. They had to set up shop on their own. Which they did after passing out from Jadavpur University in 1977 with BE (Electronics). They began to make power sources for the Department Of Telecommunications (DOT), naming their company Shockley Hall Electronics (P) Ltd in memory of William Shockley and Graham Hall, the American inventors of the transistor and known as the fathers of modern electronics engineering. Soon Shockley Hall had become DOT's biggest supplier of power sources and remainded so till 1988 when the entry of multinationals such as French major Alcatel and the German giant Siemens queered its pitch. Rajarshi and Tapas realised they could not compete anymore with the technology that these biggies had to offer. They had to change tack and picked toys as their business of choice. A trip to South Korea in 1988-98 saw them come back with a technical tie-up with one of Korea's top toy makers.- Newko Toys. Today, besides running other businesses, Rajarshi and Tapas have helped make Shockley Hall one of the very few toy exporters from India. "We dominated the domestic market till 1997-98 with our Nick Nack brand of soft toys and electronic toys as the demand for our products far outstripped supply," says Rajarshi. Meanwhile, other bigger branded players began to enter the market. Funskool of the Chennai-based MRF Group tied-up with global major Hasbro while Mattel followed suite soon. In the global toy market. Hasbro and Mattel are like what Coke and Pepsi are in the soft drinks market. Shockley Hall then found that it had become more profitable to tap the $ 70 billion global market and in the process became one of the first Indian companies to export toys. 2 
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"We realised if we had to concentrate on the domestic market we would have to compromise on quality and operate at the lower end of the market. Instead, we chose to export and began to get orders from Germany, UK, Switzerland and Austria. Recently we have also been able to penetrate the US market which is extremely price sensitive. But then, over the years, we have learnt how to compete with the Chinese and offer similar prices for better products," Rajarshi claims. This is done through design innovations which help to bring down material costs while maintaining quality. In 1997, the enterprising duo floated another company Electromed Toys PVt Ltd, a joint venture with Ei-Tech GmBh of Germany for producing construction sets and other educational toys. Presently, work is going on for further expansion of business in partnership with another German toy major. "If everything goes according to plan, Kolkata can soon become a major destination for toy makers, "Rajarshi claims. Due to Rajarshi's determined lobbying, the West Bengal government has now decided to set up a toy park in Kolkata. Being a private limited company, Shockley Hall is wary of disclosures and its claimed turnover of Rs. 3 crore seems rather understated But with three factories in Kolkata working to full capacity and two more coming up soon, Shockley Hall is surely going places. One can only wish Rajarshi and Tapas all the best because of their efforts bear fruit Kolkata may soon emerge as a major destination on the world's toy industry map. Questions: (a)



What are the issues involved in this case?



(b)



What are your comments on the case?
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are fully satisfied with service conditions. promotional avenues and welfare schemes. launched by the company for them. The customers. do also feel comfortable and satisfied with the. drink both in terms of quality and satisfaction. But after the entry of two big multinational. companies, the entire situation has changed and. 
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